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ABSTRACT
The First World War as well as being cause of destruction, was also an occasion of renewal for many residential areas, which exploited post-war reconstruction to change their urban layout. It was the time when in Europe new approaches to architecture and urban planning were being discussed, based on aesthetics. Meanwhile, in Belgian context the debate on Art de Bâtir by C. Sitte began to consolidate, and, simultaneously, the first institutions of sites protection were born. Termonde, a settlement dating from the eleventh century, occupies a geographically strategic place in Belgian territory: located north of the country, not far from the Dutch border and perfectly in the center of Ghent-Antwerp-Brussels triangle, the city has always been one of the economy hubs in the nation. Termonde’s industry has historically implanted in the urban area - crossed by the two rivers Escaut and Dender - exploiting all the resources for industrial production. Despite the war ravages and the many floods, thanks to government targeted actions, the city still managed to occupy a place of first importance in Flanders intensive industrialization, representing a crucial point of the ‘water railway’ which, starting from French Flanders and passing through Ghent and Antwerp, comes up to Germany.

The objective of the study is to examine Termonde situation in the thirties of the twentieth century, especially by analyzing - on the basis of historical iconography of the twentieth century early decades and some local projects d’aménagement presented soon after the First World War up to the Concours pour l’urbanization de Termonde (1935) - measures, suggestions and reflections on the theme of conservation and redevelopment of river landscape, in compliance with the historical archaeological persistence, geo-natural and landscape features of the town. In particular, we are going to examine the proposed interventions on the two streams of Termonde which aimed primarily at enhancing the ancient center. The projects related to the two rivers involved diversion, interception or slowdown operations. These transformations brought some changes to the urban features and to the urban historical landscape, thus altering the identity of places, and by deleting certain environmental values, or historical and aesthetic, by subtracting its typical industrial feature, otherwise picturesque of the Middle Europe ancient city.

Rivers have always characterized history, politics, economy and especially the architecture of a place, its landscape and its inhabitants nature, culture and traditions. The passing of time involves new necessities, that often oblige the towns to change some of their architectural and landscape characteristics, which sometimes can partially or totally alter the city and its landscape identity. This is the case of Termonde, a city situated in the Flanders region, in the north of Belgium. Termonde region occupies a privileged position because of the confluence,
in its territories, of two rivers: the biggest, the Scheldt, that springs from northern France and crosses the western regions of Belgium and southwestern part of Netherlands, and the Dender, a long Belgian river, right tributary of the Scheldt.
Therefore, from the earliest time this region has been a sought center, place of several settlements that, still today, have left many traces of their ethnic organization, in certain customs and traditions of the region and even in the aspects of its landscape.
In the Middle Ages, Termonde already was a commercial city, protected by ditches and slopes. It stood on the Dender, limited outside the city by moats that remained there until the first half of the twentieth century.
In the seventeenth century, it was incorporated into the general plan of fortification of southern Netherlands for its strategic location.
Until the first half of the twentieth century, several industries - especially mills and ropes industries - that were a source of economic prosperity of the site, were implanted in the region. So Termonde became a strategic point of primary importance for import and export, mostly because it was served by waterways and an efficient railway, which linked France to Germany and the Netherlands, going across Belgium.
Good economic conditions were due even to the fact that Termonde was located in the center of Brussels-Antwerp-Ghent triangle, and between two major ports of increasing importance, Ghent and Antwerp one, near a river - the Schelde - accessible to large tonnage boats and served by a railway network to all directions.
The French writer André Baillon handed down a description of Termonde before the first World War, useful to understand some important features of the urban landscapes and of the architectural landscape peculiarities of the city. Baillon had «le mérite de situer l’atmosphère de la petite ville dont l’urbaniste doit tenir compte» (Baillon, 1930).
According to Baillon description, Termonde was a very little and quite city. His attention moved to bridges to enter the town - because of the remparts and river channels that entirely surrounded the city -, to a wooden station and wooden houses and hotels and to an ancient Convent of Benedictins. He described the ancient Grand Place and the houses grouped around the circus, the City Hall and the tower with its carillon. In the meantime, he paid his attention to the quaint Dender noise, audible almost in all parts of the city, because the river crossed entirely the small city and then it jumped in cascade between its dams.
The presence of the river, characterized even the course of the roads: they were mostly non-linear roads that went through the garden of old houses. His attention was shifted even on a barge, perhaps directed to the industries of the town: oil mills, soap factories, spinning mills, or to a brewery, or the famous Termonde mustard factories.
At the end he described Termonde inhabitants: working people which revived the town just to go to Mass or to the market (Heyman, 1933).
Termonde is a town mentioned several times in historical Belgian books because it was strongly hit by the war. In 1914 the town was completely razed by the first World War. Buildings were systematically burned and sacked; industries were destroyed, the population was dispersed, so Termonde has lived four years of complete lethargy; some inhabitants continued to live there,
occupying the rare still standing buildings, while someone else created some makeshift shelters, also in ruins. Fortunately, destructions didn’t erase roads and houses tracks. Even the rivers were left in a deplorable state: lack of maintenance of dykes, destruction of the sluices, towpaths deforestation and whereas there were some disruptions, floods threatened the area.

After the war, several plans d’aménagement were proposed for the city’s rebirth. It was the period when, in Middle Europe, new aesthetic ideals applied to architecture and urbanism were increasingly discussed, and when the first considerations about the Stadt Bau by Camillo Sitte began to take place in Belgian context and the first institutions on protection of sites were born.

Architects were deployed in two sides: a first faction that belonged to the emerging Modern Movement, following Heyman’s thought – he claimed «we should take advantage of similar events, because they create the opportunity to make a clean sweep of the ruins and rebuild all parts of the new bases, a city adapted to our age» (Heyman, 1933) – and a second faction that was more conservative, perhaps influenced by the new movements that meanwhile were developing in Belgium, about the protection of natural sites and historical urban fabrics. At the end, the second faction way of thinking took over, because of loss of money, but even for the inhabitants’ attention towards the memory of their city and to the symbols of their community. So all the architects worked on projects that would respect as much as possible the ancient urban fabric and road alignments.

Therefore the plans d’aménagement between 1915 and 1931 aimed at the reconstruction of the city as a whole, from the old buildings to the ancient road course, integrating the fortified walls, Dender and Scheldt rivers and their basins, in their relationship between navigation and floodings. Some road rectifications, amendment and deletion of little streets, blind alleys and slums in the center of the town also were planned.

In fact, in 1933 slums and barracks, built after the war still existed both in the city center and on the ramparts of the town in unsanitary conditions; as a consequence there was a remarkable emigration of the population towards Ghent and Brussels. Moreover, water ditches around the ramparts had become stinking sewers, also due to noxious emanations of public spillways, so most of the attention was paid to the problems of the rivers pollution, caused by the fast rebirth of new industries that made the air unbreathable in summer, to the issue of drinking water, of sewers and decantation and purification of factories waste.

These aims prevailed over the true reflections on reconstruction of damaged buildings. Attention was paid only to the monuments of the city, symbols of the ancient prosperity (the Grand Place, the city hall, the cathedral, Brussel Gate etc.) that were rebuilt à l’identique. Worker housing was planned to be built no more inside but outside the town in a completely modern way, by deleting part of the ancient ramparts.

The city took long time to accept these interventions that were realized in the second half of the twentieth century. In fact all the competitions advertised in those years provided for the conservations of the ancient ramparts, by planning a conversion of their use. But each plan was only partially performed.

In the practice, in those years, ramparts were left to self-destruction, despite the protests of Louis Van der Swaelemen and of all ‘sincere friends of nature and monuments of historical
interest’ (Verwilghen, 1933). Most of the attention was paid to Dender drainage works and to the channel around the city. Different solutions were planned to solve unsanitary conditions problems, as the closure of a river channel, the creations of spillways, the coverage of open air streams and the shifting of all the industries out of the city. Moreover, to facilitate trading, the Escaut rectification was planned in correspondence of Termonde, together with the creation of a big port that would change most of the natural landscape around the town and the strengthening of dams. But at the end these works weren’t realized because too much expensive.

So, to fulfill all Termonde needs, the urbanization of the city was forgotten between the period of the two World Wars and the problem remained unsolved.

Today Termonde shows the results of the certainties and the incertainties of the first post-war period. Most of the attention paid to the problems of environment and the management of rivers has resulted in the preservation of natural landscape around the city, especially near the rivers. Nowadays some of the historical ramparts have been converted in a park and others have been destroyed to clean some space to the expansion of the city outside the walls. At present, industries are situated outside the city, in a completely new district.

Instead, about the situation of historical urban fabric, we assist to a rectification of roads and the reconstruction of most of the city ‘as it was and where it was’, even if the reconstruction of several buildings - even located in the city center -, without any attention to the context and its instances, has altered a part of its original urban fabric.

Reconstructions should have to consider more esthetic and historical values of the historical landscape, especially the urban one. More attention to the comprehension of the ‘preexistences’ would be necessary not to delete memory instances of some ancient peculiarities of the area. Currently some traditions and customs are still the same, even if, some of them have changed because of the alteration of the material context, starting from its historical urban fabric. Instead the natural landscape has been conserved because during the time, it has been its inhabitants focus of attention.

In conclusion, sometimes Termonde area modifications have been cause of destruction and annihilation of environmental values and of historical and aesthetic meanings, between the two World Wars and in recent decades. Sometimes government transformation and conservation interventions haven’t taken account of an integrated perspective of several disciplinary issues, to save both physical and immaterial values. In particular, these transformations have led to substantial changes of the image and of historical and sometimes even natural landscapes, that together connoted and signified the reality of the river landscape.
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Rivers have always characterized history, politics, economy and especially the architecture of a place, its landscape and its inhabitants nature, culture and traditions. The passing of time involves new necessities, that often oblige the towns to change some of their architectural and landscape characteristics, which sometimes can partially or totally alter the city and its landscape identity. This is the case of Termonde, a city situated in the Flanders region, in the north of Belgium. Termonde region occupies a privileged position because of the confluence, in its territories, of two rivers: the biggest, the Scheldt, that springs from northern France and crosses the western regions of Belgium and southwestern part of Netherlands, and the Dender, a long Belgian river, right tributary of the Scheldt. Therefore, from the earliest time this region has been a sought center, place of several settlements that, still today, have left many traces of their ethnic organization, in certain customs and traditions of the region and even in the aspects of its landscape. Until the first half of the twentieth century, several industries - especially mills and ropes industries - that were a source of economic prosperity of the site, were implanted in the region. So Termonde became a strategic point of primary importance for import and export, mostly because it was served by waterways and an efficient railway, which linked France to Germany and the Netherlands, going across Belgium.

In the XIXth century, Termonde was a very little and quite city surrounded by ramparts and river channels and crossed by the Dender. The city center was characterized by the ancient Grand Place and houses grouped around the circus, the City Hall and the tower with its carillon. The presence of the river, characterized even the course of the roads: they were mainly non-linear roads that went through the garden of old houses.

In 1914 the town was completely razed by the first World War. Buildings were systematically burned and sacked; industries were destroyed, the population was dispersed, so Termonde has lived four years of complete lethargy; some inhabitants continued to live there, occupying the rare still standing buildings, while someone else created some makeshift shelters, also in ruins. Fortunately destructions didn’t erase roads and houses tracks. Even the rivers were left in a deplorable state: lack of maintenance of dykes, destruction of the sluices, towpaths deforestation and whereas there were some disruptions, floods threatened the area.

After the war, from 1915 to 1931, several plans d’aménagement were proposed for a rebirth of the city. They aimed at the reconstruction of the city as a whole, from the old buildings to the ancient road course, integrating the fortified walls, Dender and Scheldt rivers and their basins, in the relationship between navigation and floodings. Some road rectifications, amendment and
deletion of little streets, blind alleys and slums in the center of the town also were planned. In fact, in 1933 slums and barracks, built after the war still existed both in the city center and on the ramparts of the town in unsanitary conditions; as a consequence there was a remarkable emigration of the population towards Ghent and Brussels. Moreover water ditches around the ramparts had become stinking sewers, also due to noxious emanations of public spillways, so most of the attention was paid to the problems of the rivers pollution, caused by the fast rebirth of new industries that made the air unbearable in summer, to the issue of drinking water, of sewers and decantation and purification of factories waste.

These aims prevailed over the true reflections on reconstruction of damaged buildings. Attention was paid only to the monuments of the city, symbols of the ancient prosperity (the Grand Place, the city hall, the cathedral, Brussel Gate etc.) that were rebuilt à l'identique. Worker housing was planned to be built no more inside but outside the town in a completely modern way, by deleting part of the ancient ramparts.

The city took long time to accept these interventions that were realized in the second half of the twentieth century. In fact all the competitions advertised in those years provided for the conservations of the ancient ramparts, by planning a conversion of their use. But each plan was only partially performed. Most of the attention was paid to Dender drainage works and to the channel around the city. Different solutions were planned to solve unsanitary conditions problems, as the closure of a river channel, the creations of spillways, the coverage of open air streams and the shifting of all the industries out of the city. Moreover, to facilitate trading, the Escaut rectification was planned in corrispondence of Termonde, together with the creation of a big port that would change most of the natural landscape around the town and the strengthening of dams. But at the end, these works weren't realized because too much expensive.

So, to fulfill all Termonde needs, the urbanization of the city was forgotten between the period of the two World Wars and the problem remained unsolved.

Today Termonde shows the results of the certainties and the incertainties of the first post-war period. Most of the attention paid to the problems of the enviroment and the management of rivers has resulted in the preservation of natural landscape around the city, expecially near the rivers. Nowadays some of the historical ramparts have been converted in a park and others have been destroyed to make space to the expansion of the city outside the walls. At present, industries are situated outside the city, in a completely new district. Instead, about the situation of historical urban fabric, we assist to a rectification of roads and the reconstruction of most of the city 'as it was and where it was', even if the reconstruction of several buildings - even located in the city center -, without any attention to the context and its instances, has altered a part of its original urban fabric. In conclusion, sometimes Termonde area modifications have been cause of destruction and annihilation of environmental values and of historical and aesthetic meanings, between the two World Wars and in recent decades. Sometimes government transformation and conservation interventions haven't take account of an integrated perspective of several disciplinary issues, to save both physical and immaterial values. In particular, these transformations have led to substantial changes of the urban image and of historical and sometimes even natural landscapes, that together connoted and signified the reality of the river landscape.